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**ACROSS**
1. Kind of pipe you'll find at most CrossFit gyms
4. Kitschy souvenir shop buys
15. Narragansett Bay, e.g.
16. Part of a hotdish, perhaps
17. It's tested by Zener cards
18. Metaphorical transport you don't want to ride
19. Alma's composing ex
21. ___ maxima culpa
22. Dog name popularized by Abraham Lincoln
23. City founded on Christmas Day, 1599
24. Felicitous
25. Lose illumination
26. Often
27. Pop star Ed with a "Game of Thrones" cameo
29. "Project Runway" co-panelist of Karlie and Brandon
30. Wasn't good to
31. "Get off my lawn!"
34. Carl of pianistic exercises
36. Part of a Monegasque monarch's title
38. Prime Minister preceder?
39. Life's work
43. Diatom, for one
44. Hall of Fame running back Tony
45. Got ready to dye?
46. Dessert after tacos, perhaps
48. "Look ___ ye leap"
49. Where plays happen
50. Fashion designer Fetherston
51. Bs. As. locale
52. Short-billed shorebird
53. Timely greeting
56. Astoria-to-LGA dir.
57. About four laps, perhaps
58. Cal. segments
59. Emotional consumer
60. Road curve

**DOWN**
1. Bumpy time?
2. Have vividly in mind
3. Culminations
4. Rug material
5. Living rm. fixture
6. Crew member's handful
7. Disney character with restless-leg syndrome
8. Encouraging shout
9. Org. for Gaby Lopez
10. Service my parents inexplicably still use
11. "The Royal Game" novelist Zweig
12. Salk's vaccine-making rival
13. Many a 34-Across composition
14. Rating a "meh"
15. Certain Crimean
16. Cry after a breakthrough
17. Union mate?
18. More retiring
19. Factory ___
20. Words of emphasis
21. Some Fred Segal shoppers
22. Dhuku or kokoshnik
23. Hands-up time
24. What a colon may denote
25. Toll, e.g.
26. TV's highest-paid actress in 2018
27. 1 or 66
28. "Man alive!"
29. Faker's act
30. Place for musical notes?
31. Low-tech advertising method
32. They're problematic when they're big
33. Besets
34. What a rabbit sets
35. Squiggly Greek letters
36. Jazzy type